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Description
FAL should have a recycler like we had in the past for files.
The recycler should not be browsable by users (like the processing folder), likewise should files from the folder not be displayed to
users. We might even think about completely disabling external access to these files (e.g. via getPublicUrl()).
Recycled files should not be indexed in sys_file anymore, but the record should be serialized and stored somewhere else (like we do
with sys_history for normal records). We cannot just simply drop the record as we might later need it again (and should then be able
to restore the metadata).
Associated revisions
Revision ac66cdb4 - 2015-12-04 23:25 - Michael Oehlhof
[BUGFIX] File Recycler collect deleted files again
Check if a recycler folder exists along the path from the storage root
to the file. If a matching folder is found move the file or folder to be
deleted to the closest recycler folder instead of immediately removing
them from the local filesystem.
Resolves: #66247
Resolves: #45327
Releases: master
Change-Id: Iac000095b86e7c888461aeb0347b9548d8edcd90
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/45076
Reviewed-by: Morton Jonuschat <m.jonuschat@mojocode.de>
Tested-by: Morton Jonuschat <m.jonuschat@mojocode.de>
Reviewed-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
Tested-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>

History
#1 - 2015-11-12 17:57 - Mathias Schreiber
- Target version deleted (6.1.0)
#2 - 2015-12-04 23:24 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from Accepted to Under Review
Patch set 5 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/45076
#3 - 2015-12-04 23:30 - Michael Oehlhof
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Applied in changeset ac66cdb4aaf31ff9a1ca22e4a9186cbc7bcb9644.
#4 - 2018-10-02 12:42 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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